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Explosive energy release in magnetic shocks
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We show that a magnetic shock whose initial density and/or magnetic perturbation exceeds the Hugoniot
limit may lead to substantial and rapid energy release in lowb plasmas~such as occur in the magnetospheres
of neutron stars!. We illustrate this effect for a fast Magnetohydrodynamic perturbation, as well as for large
density perturbations which can be naturally created in lowb plasmas. Using the Riemann solution and
simulations, we show that slow modes of finite magnitudes and Alfve´nic perturbations can generate strong
density perturbations. These perturbations develop into shocks, resulting in efficient energy release.
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Efficient magnetic field dissipation is an important a
complicated issue in astrophysics. That is, it is often
served that dissipation is ‘‘fast,’’ i.e., becomes independ
of the local ‘‘molecular’’ diffusion coefficients, and so pro
ceeds on time scales much faster than the Ohmic decay t
predicted on the basis of the high conductivity of cosm
plasmas; in many cases, this time scale can become co
rable to the Alfvén time @1#. Shock waves of finite amplitude
are known to be efficient in this respect. This is especia
the case for low-b plasmas~b[gas pressure/magnetic pre
sure!; in that case, magnetic field dissipation can provide
major contribution to the heating. However, magnetic ene
release seems to be limited by the fact that the magn
jump ~as well as the density jump! in a shock is bounded
from above by the Hugoniot adiabat~viz., @2–5#!, that is, it
cannot exceeda5(g11)/(g21). The question, therefore
is what kind of energy release can occur in a system w
initial density or/and magnetic field perturbations which e
ceeda? Such shocks can arise naturally in the context
accretion onto the magnetosphere of a neutron star, in w
magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability can generate high
overdense ‘‘blobs’’ of magnetized matter which fall to th
surface of a neutron star at the free-fall speed (;c); in such
cases,b!1, and nonweak magnetic and density pertur
tions may easily appear@6#. In addition, as we shall show
density perturbations exceedinga naturally appear in low-b
plasmas, even for magnetic perturbations with modest m
netic Mach numbers,MA;1. In particular, slow magnetic
perturbations correspond to strong density variations. F
thermore, Alfvén waves of finite amplitudes can give rise
rather strong density fluctuations@7#; the cited literature con-
siders weak nonlinear perturbations~and nearly parallel
propagation!. As a consequence, entropy is nearly conser
in these systems. As nonadiabatic energy release is the
issue we are concerned with, we reconsider this problem
moderately strong perturbations, and provide numer
simulations for such perturbations using the full set of res
tive ~collisional! single-fluid MHD equations~viz., equations
~66.1-3! in @2#!.

To begin with, we note that initial magnetic fluctuation
exceedinga do not result in shock waves with jumps e
ceeding this value, this being excluded by the Hugoniot ad
batic. The question is then when and how this extra ene
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~of the magnetic field! is released. We show here that th
energy release can happen even before any significant en
dissipation in a shock takes place.

There are a number of methods available for treating
drodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic shocks@4#. Here, we
are especially concerned with preserving the correct den
evolution: We know that the density evolution equation is n
dissipative, while most numerical methods for treati
shocks are inherently dissipative. In order to minimize t
type of dissipation, and in order to avoid numerical instab
ties, we followed a prescription previously used to evol
magnetic fields in such a way as to exactly preserve
magnetic topology@8,9#.

The magnetic Hugoniot adiabat can be written as@2#

P25P11
$P1ã1~Bt22Bt1!2/~8p!%~z21!

a2z
, ~1!

where ã5a11, subscript 1 corresponds to the mediu
ahead of the shock, subscript 2 refers to the medium after
shock, andz5r2 /r1.1 @10#. Consider first a perpendicula
shock,Bx50, i.e., a shock propagating in thex direction;
then Bt2 /Bt15z. We also considerb15P1 /(B1

2/8p)!1,
i.e., a low-b ambient plasma. In that case, the magnetic pr
sure starts to compete withP1 when z21>(b1ãg)1/2. A
higher threshold for the level of perturbation is obtained
z21>(b1ã/g)1/3, in which case the temperature increme
of the plasma due to the shock wave heating is comparab
the temperature itself, corresponding to quite substan
heating ~in spite of still relatively low compression,z21
!1). If, on the other hand,z21>1, i.e., the magnetic Mach
numberMA5vx /vA*1 (vA , the Alfvén velocity!, then the
magnetic term is substantially bigger than the pressure
particular, if g5 5

3 , the case we consider below, thena54,
and for z21>2.06, b25P2 /(B2

2/8p)>1. In that case, the
heating is so intense that the plasma conditions change f
ambientb1!1 to an aftershock value ofb2.1. Finally, the
most striking features appear when the initial perturbat
exceeds the limitz21>a21, which, according to Eq.~1!,
corresponds to a singularity in the adiabat. Therefore,
anticipate that at the initial stages, the perturbation is go
to develop a shock-front structure, as always when diffus
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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can be neglected. After forming a discontinuity, the energy
the perturbation will decrease dramatically, so that the d
sity jump is no longer larger than the limiting value,a. This
stage of the process is accompanied by very fast energy
sipation, i.e., in a time shorter than the Alfve´n time.

In order to verify this statement, we have simulated
perpendicular shock (Bx50) with b150.01, and initial mag-
netic field perturbation with amplitude exceedinga ~Fig. 1!.
To be more specific, initial perturbations are constructed
correspond to the Riemann solution, e.g., given initialBz(x),
we have att50, r5r1Bz /B1 , vx52vA1@(r/r1)1/221#, so
that initial MA'2 ~see, e.g.,@2,5#!. The Riemann solution
then leads to the formation of a shock front, independen
the initial amplitude. However, asB2 /B1.a, a portion of
the plasma behind the front is extensively heated, mainly
to sharp magnetic gradients~Fig. 1!, i.e., due to the Ohmic
decay term;(“3B)2 in the energy equation~66.3! of @2#.
Already att50.22t

A
, wheret

A
is the Alfvén time ~the short-

est time scale in the problem!, the magnetic energy~both
locally and globally! has decreased, so that—as seen fr
the inset of the figure—the temperature has increased 12
fold (T2 /T15127.4), whileP2 /P15377.2. Att50.43t

A
, the

excess of the magnetic field maximum overa almost disap-
pears. The temperature increases by a factor of 447.5,
the internal energy density,r«5P/(g21), by a factor of
1265.7. Note thatz21 is only 1.7 at that time. Due to th
enormous increase of the temperature,b251.58. Finally, at
t51.00t

A
, the magnetic maximum is well belowa, and the

temperature has been diffused due to the finite thermal c
ductivity. Nevertheless,T2 /T15319.0, P2 /P15867.0, and
b251.29.

Consider nowBxÞ0, and suppose that initially we hav
only an incompressible motion, which cannot~at least ini-
tially! lead to compressive heating; att50, vzÞ0 while vx

FIG. 1. Magnetic field evolution as a function of time. Th
initial spatial magnetic field distribution is depicted with a dash
line. Time is measured in terms of the Alfve´n time, t

A
5l /vA , l is

the characteristic scale of the initial perturbation, andvA is the
maximal initial Alfvén velocity. The inset depicts the internal e
ergy density,r(x,t)«(x,t)/(r1«1) ~solid line!, and the normalized
temperature distribution,T(x,t)/T1 ~dashed line!.
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50, r5const, andBz5Bz11bz @where bz(x,t50)50#.
Then in the linear approximation, two waves—slow a
fast—are excited, and the density fluctuations correspond
to the slow mode would be given by

r8

r1
;

vz~x,t50!

c
A

Bz

B

c
A

s
, ~2!

wheres is the sound speed. If bothvz(x,t50)/c
A

andBz /B

are not small parameters, thenr8/r1;1/b1/2@1, that is, the
motion becomes highly compressible. Of course, the lin
theory is not applicable anymore. For strong perturbation
is easy to construct the Riemann solution, e.g.,dvx /dr
5vsl /r, dvz /dr52BxdBz /dr(4prvsl)

215vslBz /Bx ,
wherevsl5sBx /B ~viz., @2,5#!. We then obtain

r5r1S 12
Bz

22Bz1
2 1Bx

2ln$Bz
2/Bz1

2 %

8pP~r1!
D 1/g

. ~3!

It is clear from Eq.~3! that a modest decrease ofBz
2 corre-

sponds to a substantial increase inr. For example, ifdBz
;Bz , thenr/r1;b21/g@1. Although the magnitude of the
perturbation is now not restricted, the initial state is tak
such that the Riemann solution evolves, and therefore Eq~3!
does not necessarily reflect what happens with arbitrary
tial conditions@2,3#. The numerical simulations show that,
one starts with apurely incompressible motionat t50,
vz(x)Þ0, while r(x)5const, vx(x)50, Bz(x)5const,
b(x)5const50.005, then a perturbation ofBz starts to de-
velop, leading to a compressible motionvxÞ0, which in turn
generates a substantial density perturbation~Fig. 2!. In this
case, max(r)/r1 reaches 11.2, well abovea(54). As noted,
this density increase was preceded by a chain of events,
this is the reason why the maximal value ofr is reached only

FIG. 2. Evolution of the spatial density distribution as a functi
of time ~again in terms oft

A
); the initial spatial distribution is de-

picted with a dashed line, and subsequent density distributions
depicted by solid lines. The evolution of the Alfve´n velocity is
depicted with a dotted line~initially ! and with dashed-dotted line
for later times. The inset shows the evolution ofvz , which essen-
tially generates the density gradient and any other quantities f
initial constants.
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at t52.07t
A
. However, once both the magnetic perturbati

andvx have grown sufficiently, the density perturbation ra
idly increases~cf. Fig. 2!: It takes only a fraction of one
Alfvén time to reach the maximum. A sharp increase inr is,
of course, accompanied by increasing pressure, so thb
reaches;0.31, substantially larger than at the beginning.

Consider now the evolution of a moderately strong Alfv´n
perturbation. Thus, att50 let r5const ([1), Bx5const,
By5By(x), assumed to be a function with finite support
space~i.e., By[0 outside some region; see Fig. 3!, vy5
2By /A4pr, Bz5const, vx5vz50, and p5a5const
@[ar(x,t50)g#, where the constanta is chosen in such a
way thatb15p/(B'

2 /8p)50.01, whereBy[0. This Alfvén
perturbation is purely incompressible. There is an exact
lution which maintains this form indefinitely, always remai
ing incompressible,

B'
2 5By~x,t !21Bz~x,t !25const ~4!

@2,3,5#. However, an arbitrary perturbation with finite su
port cannot always evolve into this state. It follows from E
~4! that Bz(x,t)25Bz1

2 2By(x,t)2, but the RHS of this ex-
pression cannot be positive ifBy

2 is big enough, as in Fig. 3
There are other limitations for the intermediate shock wa
due to the Hugoniot adiabat~see @11#!. The two other
modes—the fast and the slow modes—involve compress
and therefore they are expected to form shocks, thus
ciently converting the energy into heat@2–4#. For this rea-
son, we expect that the strong perturbation under consi
ation would generate these two modes, at least until it g
rid of the ‘‘extra’’ amplitude ofBy , so that the remainingBy
can satisfy Eq.~4!. On the other hand, a high-pressu
plasma resists compression, and therefore we consideb
!1. As seen from Fig. 3, there are three places where
density is increasing, namely where theBy component goes
to zero. We start our discussion with the middle point.

FIG. 3. Variation of the density excitation by a strong Alfve´n
perturbation. The inset shows the evolution of an Alfve´nic fluctua-
tion (By component! into an intermediate shock, which eventual
diffuses. The initialBz component, andBx ~which does not change!,
are also shown.
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As early ast50.46t
A
, the density gradient is substantial

increased in the middle. This occurs because magnetic fi
of opposite polarities~of the By component!, with corre-
sponding magnetic pressure, are not balanced by gas p
sure, and therefore the plasma collapses to a place w
By50, quite similar to the formation of a current sheet
low-b plasmas~viz., @1#!. Of course, the pressure grows du
to this strong compression; in addition, however, there
superadiabatic heating@as measured by the ratiop/(arg)#
due to the sharp gradient of theBy component~see the inset
of Fig. 3!, essentially heating in a current sheet. Equivalen
the heating corresponds to the after-shock energy incre
according to Eq.~1!. The point here is that an intermedia
shock is formed in this location. Indeed, the solid line in t
inset corresponds to a quite typical profile ofBy for this
shock; it moves to the right, and gradually dissipates.
seen from Fig. 4, the internal energy has grown dramatic
by t50.46t

A
, in part because of adiabatic compression. N

ertheless, the temperature has increased 379.69-fold, an
maximal value of the superadiabatic heatingp/(arg) is
178.11. However, the shock is only just formed, and supe
diabatic heating now increases; as seen from the inset,t
50.85t

A
, i.e., only 0.39t

A
later, the superadiabatic heatin

rate has reached a value of 374.64, that is, doubled.
temperature is also rapidly increasing; for example, at
50.35t

A
it reaches the value of 245.93, and 0.35t

A
later, it

has also roughly doubled. It continues to grow, reaching
value of 548.68 att51.42t

A
. At this point, the heating is so

intense that the localb54.01 ~having started initially at
0.01!.

The other two places where the shock waves are form
are at the edges of the excited region, at places whereBy
→0. As seen from Fig. 3, the left shock is more intense,
asymmetry attributable to the fact that the perturbation a
whole is moving to the right~due to initialvy). Apparently,
the left shock corresponds to a slow shock@and indeed, there
is a depletion ofBz

2 in this location, as in Eq.~3!#, and
therefore the density perturbation is relatively high he

FIG. 4. Evolution of the internal energy density~thick lines! and
of the temperature due to a strong initial Alfve´nic perturbation. The
inset illustrates the dynamics of superadiabatic heating.
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even exceedinga ~in related simulations with smaller initia
Bz the density reaches a value of 4.96!. The right shock
corresponds to a fast mode. Consider the left perturbatio
more detail. As for the slow mode considered above~Fig. 2!,
significant changes in local conditions occur only after a
lay of a time;t

A
. However, once the density perturbatio

has been formed, the energy release becomes rather effi
Thus, the temperature at the left front is 75.47 att50.85t

A

~shown in Fig. 4! and is 162.68 att51.42t
A
, i.e., it has

doubled on a time scale of 0.57t
A
. As seen from the inset, th

heating is mainly superadiabatic.
In conclusion, we have shown that a moderate (dB/B

;1) magnetic perturbation may result in efficient and f
energy release. This is especially true for perturbations
ceeding the Hugoniot limit, and, as we demonstrated, thi
easily achieved in a low-b plasma. As an example, consid
the surface layers of a neutron star. It is believed@12# that the
surface is covered by a strongly collisional plasma oc
;10 m deep: At the depthd513 cm, r;104 g cm23,
and the pressure isP;1019 dyn cm22. We take B
51012 G; the corresponding Alfve´n velocity is 2.82
3109 cm s21 ~justifying our nonrelativistic approach!. The
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plasmab;0.000 25, so the theory described here appli
Suppose that compression is finite, e.g., letz52 in Eq. ~1!.
Then, neglectingP1, we obtain P250.5B2/(8p) or r2«2
5(3/2)P25(3/4)B2/(8p). Thus, the internal energy per un
volume, r2«2, is now comparable to the magnetic ener
density, and is 1/b larger than initially ~i.e., 4000 times
larger!. Suppose that the field is excited on the scale;3.1
3105 cm; then the perturbation will pass through this d
tance in 1 millisecond. As the magnetic Mach number is
order of unity, it would take approximately the same time f
the shock to form. Thus, the total energy deposited to
plasma can be estimated as*r2«2dx'8.8931038 ergs, this
energy release being comparable to that of x-ray bursts@13#.

The dramatic evolutionary behavior of the magnetic fie
and temperature can be seen in the animated picture
http://flash.uchicago.edu/;samuel/shock. The numerica
code used in this paper is based on that created by Z. M´
and described in@8#. We also thank L.I. Rudakov, V.D. Sha
piro, A.M. Dykhne, B.C. Low, R.A. Chevalier, Z. Mikic´,
E.N. Parker, E. Brown, and L.P. Kadanoff for helpful discu
sions. This work was supported in part by the DOE ASC
Alliances program at the University of Chicago, Grant N
B341495.
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